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GLOBE

Project Globe

Token GDT

Total Supply 400 million

Industry Derivative exchange

Official Web https://globedx.com/

Explorers
https://etherscan.io/address/
0xc67b12049c2d0cf6e476bc64c7f82fc6c63cffc5

GitHub Link https://https://github.com/globedx

Twitter https://twitter.com/intent/follow?screen_name=globedx

Telegram https://t.me/GlobeOfficial

Financing 

Information

April 30, 2021-Pre-sale, a total of 84,000,000 USD 

May 2, 2021- Public sale, 1 USD/GDT, a total of 
20,000,000USD 

May 10,2021-LBP, 3 USD/GDT, a total of 14,000,000 USD

Investor Y Combinator, Pantera Capital, and Timothy C. Draper

Competitors BitMEX, Bybit, Derbit

Team

Project

Ecosystem
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PROJECT 
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Globe Derivative exchange (GlobeDX or Globe) is a trading platform which gives investors 
access to trade crypto derivatives via digital assets. The aims of the platform are to offer a 
fair and high-speed trading platform for both individuals and institutions, and offer various 
novel perpetual products to the investors. Generally, there are three main features for 
Globe. 

1. Globe is the first exchange to offer VIX futures. Its flagship products called XBTVIX 
which allows investors to trade on the volatility of Bitcoin.  

2. According to the information provided by Globe, the interface is able to handle 
about 15 million messages per second, and treat more than 100 thousand API 
connections simultaneously. 

3. Traders on Globe are capable to trade up to 100x leverage.  

From the perspective of supervision, Globe complies with the Bank Secrecy Act, and AML 
rules of the US. As claims by Globe, 99% of cold wallet deposits are insured. 

Products 

From now on, GlobeDX offers 4 types of crypto perpetual swap contracts (XBTUSD, 
ETHUSD, UNISWAP*, and VXBT), trading through BTC including margin. Unlike future 
contracts, perpetuals do not expiry, they are constantly settled every 8 hours (a funding 
event), namely, the price of perpetuals would be reset to the price of the actual underlying 
assets, and traders will receive gains or have position be lowered automatically to remain 
their position for the next funding event. Users can trade through 4 order forms, market 
order, limit order, stop market order, and stop limit order. 

The platform was launched recently, and the trade of XBTUSD is relatively active, while the 
other remain quite low with a trading volume around $1 until 23:00 UCT+8, May 11, 2021. 
The information of XBTUSD is listed bellow.  

‣ Globe’s Trading Information  
 Source: Globe (23:00 UCT+8, May 11, 2021)

1. The Uniswap index price is calculated from averaging the UNI/USD price from Coinbase pro, Bitfinex, 
and Kraken. 

Perpetual Trade Volume (24h) Open Interest Gap of Market Depth

XBTUSD $49,354 11,665 23USD
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ECOSYSTEM INTRODUCTION

Fees 

The Globe will divide all the trades into maker trades and taker trades. And only the 
takertrade will be charged for 0.075% of the notional trade value as a trading fee. The 
precise fees are shown blow. 

‣ Globe’s Products and Fees 
 Source: Globe

Perpetuals Minimum 
tick size

Contract 
size Initial margin Maintenance 

margin Market price Position 
limit

XBTUSD 0.05 USD 1 USD
1% + (position 
size in XBT) * 
0.005%

0.525% + 
(position size in 
XBT) * 0.005%

Index price + 30 seconds 
exponential moving 
average of (Perpetual 
market price - Index price)

10 million 
USD value

ETHUSD 0.05 USD 1 USD
1% + (position 
size in XBT) * 
0.005%

0.525% + 
(position size in 
XBT) * 0.005%

Index price + 30 seconds 
exponential moving 
average of (Perpetual 
market price - Index price)

10 million 
USD value

UNISWAP
0.0005 
USD

1 USD
1% + (position 
size in XBT) * 
0.005%

0.525% + 
(position size in 
XBT) * 0.005%

Index price + 30 seconds 
exponential moving 
average of (Perpetual 
market price - Index price)

10 million 
USD value

VXBT 0.05 USD 1 USD
1% + (position 
size in XBT) * 
0.005%

0.525% + 
(position size in 
XBT) * 0.005%

Index price + 30 seconds 
exponential moving 
average of (Perpetual 
market price - Index price)

10 million 
USD value

Risk Protections  

There are two layers of protection on the Globe to guarantee the users’ assets and limit 
their losses via the insurance fund. Firstly, given that Bitcoin is used as a transaction tool, 
therefore, the safety of it is extremely important. Thus they are stored in cold, multi-
signature wallets. Cold wallets means Bitcoin is stored offline, adding security for the 
storage. And multi-signature indicates that the transaction needs more than 2 owners to 
authorize. On the other hand, the Globe establishes an insurance fund funded by token 
sales to make sure the user’s account will never below 0. Once the user’s account goes 
negative, the fund will compensate it and bring the value back to 0. 

Project Progress 
In the future, Globe plans to introduce more novel derivative products to the public, such as 
sports futures and swap options, preparing for the next wave. 

‣ Globe Development Roadmap 
Source: Globe

2021-04 

Globe IDO 

2021-05 

Globe platform launch & Public sale
2021-02 

Globe’s Zodiac NFT

2020-11 

Raised $3m by Y Combinator, 
Capital, Tim Draper

2019 

 Globe Foundation

2019-03 

Globe got initial fund
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02.  
TEAM ANALYSIS

Shaun Ng, CTO&Founder of Globe Derivative Exchange, 
CTO of Fifth Row Technologies 

• University of Cambridge, Master of Science, Astrophysics, 
2008-2010 

Shaun was a former physicist, and published the original 
research on gravitational waves when he was in Cambridge 
University. He had worked as an engineering  at Freelance 
Developer between September of 2013 and January of 2015.  
Then being a trader  for Now he is both an experienced 
crypto trader and blockchain developer.

Shaun Ng 
CTO & Founder

James West 
CEO & Founder

James West, CEO&Founder of Globe Derivative Exchange, 
CEO of Fifth Row Technologies. 

• University College London, PhD, Biostatistics, 2010-2014 

Before entering into UCL, James achieved his bachelor 
degree in the University of Cambridge, learning 
Mathematics. He has a four year experience as a hedge fund 
manager, managing up to $300m assets. Apart from 
establishing Globe, James is also a technologist, the CEO of 
a London’s AI and HFT research lab which mainly work on low 
latency technologies.

5

The team members of Globe spread across the world from Thailand, China, India, Europe, 
and South America. The team contains a range of specialists in engineering, marketing, 
machine learning, and low latency, and almost of them has more than 10 years working 
experience.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/shaun-ng-7a5434138/?originalSubdomain=uk
https://www.linkedin.com/in/shaun-ng-7a5434138/?originalSubdomain=uk
https://www.linkedin.com/in/shaun-ng-7a5434138/?originalSubdomain=uk
https://www.linkedin.com/in/shaun-ng-7a5434138/?originalSubdomain=uk
https://www.linkedin.com/in/shaun-ng-7a5434138/?originalSubdomain=uk
https://www.linkedin.com/in/shaun-ng-7a5434138/?originalSubdomain=uk
https://www.linkedin.com/in/shaun-ng-7a5434138/?originalSubdomain=uk
https://www.linkedin.com/in/shaun-ng-7a5434138/?originalSubdomain=uk
https://www.linkedin.com/in/shaun-ng-7a5434138/?originalSubdomain=uk
https://www.linkedin.com/in/james-west-3522375a/?originalSubdomain=uk
https://www.linkedin.com/in/james-west-3522375a/?originalSubdomain=uk
https://www.linkedin.com/in/james-west-3522375a/?originalSubdomain=uk
https://www.linkedin.com/in/james-west-3522375a/?originalSubdomain=uk
https://www.linkedin.com/in/james-west-3522375a/?originalSubdomain=uk
https://www.linkedin.com/in/james-west-3522375a/?originalSubdomain=uk
https://www.linkedin.com/in/james-west-3522375a/?originalSubdomain=uk
https://www.linkedin.com/in/james-west-3522375a/?originalSubdomain=uk
https://www.linkedin.com/in/james-west-3522375a/?originalSubdomain=uk
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03.  
ECOSYSTEM ANALYSIS   

3.1 Token Economy 
Globe Derivative Token(GDT) is a native ERC20 utility token circulated on the GlobeDX, 
plays an important role on the derivative exchange. There are mainly three functions for 
GDT.  

1. Fee discount. It brings discounts to users for perpetual trading on Globe, for example, 
users with $100 of GDT would receive 5% discounts, whereas users with $10,000 of 
GDT would receive 20% discounts.  

2. Fee payment. The GDT could also be used to pay for the trading fee or the margin of 
trading pairs in the future.  

3. Staking GDT. It is a booster of Globe’s reward program, which gives users the chance to 
win Bitcoins and other benefits. 

Sale structure 

The total supply of $GDT token is 400M. Meanwhile, the sale of GDT includes three 
tranches of pre-sale followed by a public sale. 

‣ GDT Sale Structure 
  Source: Globe’s Medium, TokenInsight

Stages Price
Lockup&Vesting 
period

Volume Lauch platform

Presale: seed
$0.15/
GDT

6-month lockup 

3-month vesting
44M -

Presale strategic $0.4/GDT
3-month lockup 

3-month vesting
14M -

Presale: private $0.8/GDT
1-month lockup 

2-month vesting
10M -

Public sale $1/GDT - 20M Globe website

Liquidity Bootstrap 
Pool

$3/GDT - 14M Balancer
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ECOSYSTEM ANALYSIS

GDT Distribution 
 Source: Globe, TokenInsight

10%

6%

10%

73%

流动性挖矿
社区⽣态和空投
早期机构和社区建设者
核⼼团队

0M

133M

267M

400M

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 43 45 47 49 51 55

Presale: seed Presale: private Presale: strategic Company Team
Ecosystem Public sale User acquisition Insurance fund

‣ GDT Unlocking Schedule 
Source: Globe, TokenInsight

Burning Procedure 

GDT will be repurchased and burned every week until 50% of the total supply is burned. 
The weekly repurchase will equal 30% of trading fees and 10% of total fees earned from all 
sources.

3.3 Community Analysis 
Golbe has joined Twitter in June 2018 with 43K followers and 3034 Tweets as of May 11, 
2021. The official Telegram community has 27,300 members 
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Symbols and Definition of Risk Ratings 

AAA The technical foundation is extremely solid, the status of 
operations is extremely stable, the extent of influence on the 
project by unfavorable changes in the environment or un- certain 
factors is extremely small, and risk is extremely low.

AA The technical foundation is very solid, the status of operations is 
very stable, the extent of influence on the project by unfavourable 
changes in the environment or uncertain factors is very small, and 
risk is very low.

A The technical foundation is solid, the status of operations is stable, 
the extent of influence on the project by unfavourable changes in 
the environment or uncertain factors is relatively small, and risk is 
relatively low.

BBB Technical feasibility is very good, the status of operations is stable, 
influence on the project by unfavourable changes in the 
environment or uncertain factors exists to a certain extent, and 
risk is controllable.

BB Technical feasibility is good, the status of operations is relatively 
stable, the possibility of influence on the project by unfavourable 
changes in the environment or uncertain factors exists to a 
relatively large extent, and risk is basically controllable.

B Technical feasibility is moderate, the status of operations is 
relatively stable, the possibil- ity of influence on the project by 
unfavourable changes in the environment or uncertain factors 
exists to a very large extent, and risk is to a definitely limited 
extent controllable.

CCC The technical foundation or idea has certain problems, the 
application scenarios are lim- ited, the project is susceptible to 
influence by uncertain factors, both internal and external, and has 
relatively large risk.

CC The technical foundation or idea has considerable problems, and 
application scenarios are highly limited, which makes for a project 
that has few internal or external factors to consider in the context 
of sound development, and carries a very large risk.

C The technical foundation or idea has substantial problems, and 
lacks deliberation upon possible application scenarios. The token 
has almost no usage value, and the project suffers from extremely 
large risk.

D The project is riddled with problems and carries an extremely 
high risk of failure.
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